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MOLD-A-RAMA (moldarama) machine made in 1964 by Mold-A-Rama, Inc. for New York World's Fair, and Seattle World's Fair in 1962, is restored to its original glory to
reissue souvenirs last seen half a century ago. MOLD-A-RAMA machine made in 1964 by Mold-A-Rama, Inc. for New York World's Fair, and Seattle World's Fair in 1962,
is restored to its original glory to reissue souvenirs last seen half a century ago.

Club-A-Rama Week 1:

FLYING SAUCER PT-BOAT
1963, Chris' Restaurant, Ocean City, NJ





I was contacted by a gentleman whose parents had a home in Ocean City from 1955-1986, and who actually
remembers the Mold-A-Rama machine at Chris' Restaurant!  And not only that, he and his siblings each have (or
at least had) an original of this MOLD!  We're hoping to obtain an image of it (his has crumbled but he retained
the pieces), but in the meantime he says his was a DARKISH BROWN, was sold at Chris' in the early 60s, and
probably cost about a quarter.  He recalls the Mold-A-Rama machine was outside in the dock area, but under
cover, certainly not inside the restaurant because he never went inside.  He thinks perhaps it was in front of the
large white wooden building (staff only), which was behind the dock area near the Flying Cloud's and Flying
Saucer's berths.

This same gentleman who has kept his mold of Chris Restaurant PT-BOAT all these years describes the
experience of riding the FLYING SAUCER PT-BOAT as one of the most transformative experiences of his life.  He
said he used to watch for it every day from the beach at 35th St., and on windy days it looked like an enormous
geyser at sea.  There was this huge white explosion, and the boat would literally disappear inside it when Chris
made his turn toward the beach.  Being on it:  he says that was the ultimate thrill, as it would lift at high speed
over a 10-15 foot swell and come crashing down into the next one with spray (often heavy) flying everywhere. 
There were times when the front appeared to dip below the tip of the next wave, but the boat's speed and power
kept it moving forward.  He used to prefer the front row for the view, and loved to watch Chris pilot it.  Even Chris
would duck when the FLYING SAUCER PT-BOAT would pitch forward and was obviously about to soak everyone
on board.  Of course the back of the boat was wetter than the front, but there were rides when, even in the front,
you got totally soaked on every wave - just buckets and buckets of water.  He still marvels that passengers were
allowed, even expected, to sit on the backs of the seats and hold on to the railing behind them.  Many was the
time you felt you were holding on for dear life, as the pitching could approach violent.

Chris' FLYING SAUCER PT-BOAT must have been one heck of a ride, for sure!

Come on down to the 9th street dock, in Ocean City, NJ, but don't forget to set your time machine dial back to the
early '60s!



Chris' Restaurant 1966.  (These and some other photos courtesy ElectroSpark.)

The tables might be full (it IS a very popular spot this time of year).  So you better wait in the entrance area and
we'll call you when ready! (This photo from 1964, and some other photos, courtesy Ken Struthers.)

And after dinner, go out to the dock where you'll find the thrill of a lifetime...





 

This fantastic footage of the actual FLYING SAUCER running from the dock at Chris' Restaurant in Ocean City,
NJ in the mid-60s comes courtesy of Ken Struthers.  Buy your ticket, hop onto the retro-fitted WWII PT-boat, and
HANG ON as Chris himself pilots you on a ride that goes as fast as 90 mph!  Afterwards, don't forget to wait in
line for your souvenir plastic MOLD of the FLYING SAUCER (and see if you can pick out Chris himself in the
mold!)

It's been said that few people on the ride actually sat on the seats - most leaned on the seat like the people in the
back of this photo.  Love the glasses!!



The last image courtesy Art Haberland.  Other images courtesy Ken Struthers and ElectroSpark.  Thank you all!





This is (what remains of) an original FLYING SAUCER BOAT after an ebay seller shipped it to me.  These figures
from Mold-A-Rama machines in the 1960s are quite delicate, as you can see.  The copper color is quite
interesting though!  I bought some clear glue and tried to piece together what I could of the original FLYING
SAUCER to get an idea as to what it looked like:



Disclaimers:  The color and/or exact condition of the MOLD you get in the CLUB-A-RAMA may or may not be as shown.  Not for children under 3.

If YOU would like to own this very moldset (and perhaps even include a fully operating MOLDVILLE machine
to go with it) so you can reissue your own souvenirs from 50 years ago, please email
MoldvilleMachine@gmail.com TODAY - before someone else beats you to it!
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